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The Captains’ Corner
Since our last update we have experienced a prolonged period of unprecedented summer
Weather, which brought with it lovely ladies brightening our golf course in their summer
golf gear and men of all ages parading their legs from a bygone era.
Howth Golf Club is all the poorer following the sad and sudden death of our trustee Brid
Healy,may she rest in peace.
Our team in the Irish mixed foursomes competition did us proud in reaching the semi final
of the Leinster section of this competition and we thank them and all the other members
who have represented our club in the various inter club competitions throughout the year.
To all the managers, we say thank you for all the hard work you put in organising teams
which can be very demanding.
Philip Hyland & Jeff Fallon are playing in the final of the McGinley trophy on Sunday 15th
of September. The drawn final some weeks ago turned out to be without doubt one of the
great interclub matches. We wish them every success in the final replay.

The Mixed Team
at the Castle. G.C.
in Leinster
Semi-Finals
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Lady Captain Therese and Captain Michael presented Laura with a ‘Success’ bracelet, as a
remembrance of the first of Laura’s many successes representing HGC and Ireland!

Laura Doherty , the best female golfer in the club, played for Ireland last month in the
Under 18 European Championships and defeated a German girl in one of her matches.
In recognition of her great achievement it was our pleasure to make a presentation to Laura.
The match play finals were played, as usual, in great spirit and to the winners we say ‘well
done’ and to the losers commissioners, next year could be your turn.
The granting of Annual Honorary Membership to Jimmy Tully was a well deserved reward
for his consistent attention to every member and in particular those who depend on a
buggy for their weekly game of golf.
One of our major decisions in the year was to nominate St. Francis Hospice as the
beneficiary of our charity weekend. Thanks to the great support from various companies,
and other individuals who have supported our annual Corporate Charity over the years,
as well as those members who entered teams on the Friday and all the teams that played
on the Saturday and to everyone who bought raffle tickets (with a little bit of help from Frankie), a
cheque for €18,000 is on its way to the Hospice.
Our course convenor Gerry Barry together with Darren our head green keeper and his staff
are to be congratulated for the job they have done over the past number of months in
maintaining the course to a very high level. From members and visitors we have received
genuine comments praising the course, so well done everyone.

Lady Captain Therese Gray & Captain Michael Gray
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In Memory of Brid Healy
The members of Howth Golf Club were
greatly saddened by the news of the
sudden death of Brid Healy.
Brid was Lady Captain in 1962
and from that date until now had been a
constant presence in our club.
Since 2001, she acted as a trustee.
The interests of the club, and more
particularly of its members,
were of paramount concern to her.
As a wonderful teacher, Brid’s success
in her professional life is well documented,
but our members knew her mainly in her social life.
She was always the life and soul of many a
ladies’ gathering; she was always ready to play piano
and generally led the sing song.
Brid had been a very accomplished golfer and
a keen bridge player.
Brid had the great gift of leaving anyone who
chatted with her, with a warm and positive feeling.

Howth members with to extend to Seanand Brid’s children our deep sympathy.
Ni fheicimid a leitheid aris.
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The Social Butterfly
Well the Summer of 2013 has been a couple of months of continuous sunshine and warmth, and will
be well remembered by all of us over the coming winter months.
Open Week started on Sunday 9th July and beautiful weather was enjoyed on Monday 10th July
which was the first Ladies Open Team of Four Competition. The second ladies competition held on
Wednesday 12th July was also another beautiful day and once again this year was sponsored by
Butlers Pantry. Everyone was spoilt with homemade lemonade and sumptuous brownies between
the 10th and 11th holes and if you were lucky you also got some samplings between the 8 th and the
9th!! A big thank you to Butlers Pantry for sponsoring this event for the third successive year.
The Men’s open competitions on Tuesday, Thursday and Friday were all held with beautiful weather
conditions. A mixed competition took place on Saturday and a Team of Four event closed the Open
Week on Sunday 16th July. A thank you must go to all our sponsors during our Open Week, their
generosity is very much appreciated.
During the heat wave/drought of July, part of the course was struck by fires due to the long run of
hot weather with no rain. A big thank you must be extended to the fire service who gave their time
and expertise in putting the fires

Red Hot
Offer

Howth Golf Club Oktoberfest Membership Offer”
Come and join us at HGC for the Month of October
Enjoy four Coaching Sessions from 2-3pm each Saturday

Enjoy our special “Oktoberfest” members 9 hole competition at 3 pm each Saturday
And enjoy a complimentary German Beer reception after golf.
Playing rights over 7 days (subject to Availability)
Gift Vouchers Available
All this for ONLY € 100T & C’s Apply,
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The Captains Prize to the ladies was
held on Saturday, July 20th
and was followed by a dinner and
some home grown
entertainment!
Past Lady Captain, Joan O’Connell
was the lucky winner of a beautiful
Newbridge bag and purse
with a score of 38 points.

Scenes from the Captains
Prize to the Ladies
an the evening of the presentation
and dinner
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Phil Grimes
with Sponsors
Lady vice Captain
Breda
and
Husband
Alan Swan

The Flo Noonan Cup on Saturday, July 27th was sponsored once again by Swan Clothing and was won
by Phil Grimes (19), Peter Grimes (16), Cyril Harbison (27) and Alan Maher (13). The winning total
was 97 points on the last 9! Runner-ups were an all ladies team consisting of Mary Beddy (17), Pat
Slowey (18), Aideen Jeffares (20) & Jacinta. Cooke (20). Well done to both teams.

Pictured wit the Sponsors are our runners up,Aideen Jeffares, Pat Slowey & Mary Beddy
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The Lady Captain’s Prize to the men,
(held on Sunday July 21st),

A Tissot watch,
presented at the
Flo Noonan dinner to winner,
Paul Lambe (23)
with a score of 41 points

Also presented on the night was The Ivy Hadden Trophy to winners Ann
(21) and David Coleman (22). Ann has had a particularly successful
season, winning the Ladies Cup and finishing runner-up in the Ladies Cup
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The Captains’ Corporate Charity Day
was held on Friday 23rd August
and the Captains’ Members Charity Day
was on Saturday 24th August. Both days were very
well supported and the Charity nominated
this year was St. Francis Hospice.
It was said that approx €18,000
was raised by the Club over the
two days so the members and
their guests should be
very proud of the support given.
Unfortunately the weather let us down
on the Corporate day and because
it was a shotgun start, the competition
was forfeited with the prizes raffled off.

The members day fared better and the
winners were Raoul Holden (14) Doug
Anderson (13) Paddy Philips (14) Scott
Tattersall (15) 96pts on the back 9, and
the runner ups were Glenn Stewart (8)
Rob Bailey (15) Jimmy Feeley (14) Ruairi
Allen (18) also with 96pts.
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The Club Finals in the Matchplay Championships were held on Saturday Aug 31st and there were
some thrilling matches to watch.
A special presentation was made on the night to Laura Doherty in recognition of having earned her
first cap for Ireland. Lady Captain Therese presented Laura with a ‘Success’ bracelet, as a
remembrance of the first of Laura’s many successes representing HGC and Ireland!
Captain Michael reminded all present on the night of the upcoming replay of The McGinley Cup final
to be held on Sunday September 15th at 2pm in Powerscourt. Howth will be represented by Philip
Hyland and Jeff Falon as they take on Hermitage. The final had been called on the 23rd hole due to
light and the replay will be a new match. Best of luck Philip and Jeff!

The Husband And Wife Trophy was held on Saturday 7th September and unfortunately as the
forecast was not good, the competition was reduced to a nine hole event. In spite of this it was a
most enjoyable day by all who took part. The evening meal, presentation of prizes and the DJ were
excellent.
Our prizewinners were Ciaran (the Club Chairman) and his lovely and charming wife Maura. They
won the coveted Cup with 22 points. There were five runner up prizes and each couple received
beautiful hampers. A big thank you must be extended to Mary and John Tynan for arranging such
an excellent and enjoyable event, a lot of work went into it and it was very much appreciated by all
the participants.
Now that autumn is upon us Eileen and her Committee (and the ever supportive Des, Eileen’s hubby)
have been putting together a schedule of social events for the dark evenings ahead. The first of
these will take place on Friday 27th September at 8 pm. It is called “A Village Wooing” and is a
comedy by George Bernard Shaw. Tickets are now available at the Club Bar at the giveaway price of
only €15. We look forward to seeing a large number of members and friends on Friday 27 th
September.
There are other exciting events in the melting pot but nothing has been confirmed as yet. Don’t
worry, we will keep everyone informed as soon as future events have been finalized!
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Young Guns
Laura Doherty has had a fantastic summer. After representing Ireland in the European Team
Championship she has also reached the semi finals of the Leinster Championship (Girls), played in
the Irish Close Championship and won her match in The Girls Interprovincial Match where Leinster
beat Connacht 2.5 to 5.5. Not surprisingly her handicap has come down and reached 2.5 this
summer - so far. Well done Laura.
Following the six week starter to golf programme for juniors we have had 10 new recruits and a few
new additions to the Tuesday night coaching. It has been excellent to see a number of girls
participating this year and we had 10 young girls that attended regularly.
Lucy, Laura and Clodagh, three of our more experienced girls have been out on the course playing 9
holes and hopefully they will be able to play in a fun competition in October.
It has been a pleasure working alongside Darragh with the juniors and seeing the amazing
improvement and potential in them.
Coaching will resume again in October at the driving range.

OUR FIRST THEATRE EVENING OF THE 2013/14 SEASON
Members should mark for theatre, in their diaries when the Club starts our 2013/14 Social
Programme with two very amusing and entertaining plays by the renowned Irish
playwright, George Bernard Shaw.
In And Around The Greens
Since the last edition of Tee Times, the most significant development has been the retention of
Declan Brannigan to advise the club on the agronomic status of our course and also to examine
operational greenkeeping matters. Declan is a specialist golf course agronomist with over 30 years
experience in both golf course design and management. In addition, he was an Irish International
golfer for many years, winning the East, West, and Irish Close Championships. He is being retained
by the club for a 15 week period in both an advisory and mentoring role, working closely with
Darren, the head greenkeeper, and other course staff. The cost of this consultancy is considered well
worthwhile and is part of our objective of raising the overall standard of the course.
Following recent soil tests and analysis, we will not be carrying out hollow tinning or pole forking this
autumn. The organic matter content of our greens indicates that there is no need to carry out such
work this September and the matter will be reviewed again next spring. In the meantime, members
can enjoy the novelty of ‘sand free’ greens as we approach late autumn!
Gerry Barry, Course Convenor
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In Conversation with … Jimmy Tully
Warmest congratulations to Jimmy Tully who was recently awarded Honorary Annual Membership
to Howth Golf Club!!!
Jimmy is well known to everyone at HGC, as the “go to guy” in Mc Guirke’s Pro Shop at the club,
where for over 13 years he has provided a number of essential services for our club, including the
collection of Green Fees, Buggy rentals and most importantly all golf club repairs, in fact Jimmy
completes all club repairs for the Mc Guirke’s Golf shops.
His skill in club repairs was crafted from his 23 years with Fred Smyth Golf Manufacturers’, which
was based behind the 1st tee at Royal Dublin Golf Club.
Apart from repairing them, Jimmy is fairly ‘handy’ himself with golf clubs & putters. He commenced
his association with golf at the age of 10 and by the age of 16 he was assistant professional to Christy
O’Connor (Snr), for over 4 years.
Jimmy is a member of Deerpark Golf Club, where he has won many a sought after prize, including
the Captains Prize (2010), and while being quite backward about coming forward in relation his
golfing successes; Jimmy has won Deeerpark Club Championships no less than 11 times!! More
recently he has taken a break from winning……to give someone else a chance perhaps!!!
Jimmy has been described as “an all round nice guy”…..once again Jimmy, congratulations on your
award and thank you for all that you have contributed to Howth Golf Club.
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Council Matters
FINANCE
Our expected result for 2013 is for a small surplus. Members’ subscriptions continued the decline
which started in 2009 but at a slower pace than before. They are now marginally below the day to
day running costs of the Club. Our miscellaneous income held up well for the year and this provides
the surplus. Our balance sheet is strong and we have retained a healthy cash surplus.
MEMBERSHIP
Our total membership for 2013 will be a little down on 2012. A breakdown reveals the following
trends: Full Membership : marginally up; Seven Day: Down significantly; All Senior Categories: No
real change; Mid Week: Up Slightly; Student/Intermediate: Down Significantly; Junior/Cadet: No
Real Change; All Other Categories: No Real Change. Our Marketing efforts are directed at
attracting more Seven Day / Full members and at the Student/ Intermediate cohort.
COURSE
We have employed a Course Consultant – Declan Brannigan to advise and assist on best practice and
agronomy matters. Our convenor, Gerry Barry has a report on this in his article. Our winter
programme will address some residual drainage problems, improve bunkers and tees and start the
short course work. We plan to install extra seating at tee boxes and are investigating the possibility
of additional rain shelters.
HOUSE
The main windows installation project has started. This will be finished in late September. Follow on
work will be undertaken on the facias and some of our side windows. Refurbishment/replacement
of blinds, curtains and carpet will be required. The Men’s Shower work is out for quotes and a
November start date is planned. Some Lockers (mens) have been modified and more will be done in
the coming weeks. They will be allocated when the work is completed.
CATERING
We are still seeking a Franchisee for our Bar/ Catering. As an Interim measure we have had to take
the operation back in house. Working with temporary staff and relying on agency chefs etc has been
a challenging task and there have been some disappointments. We are indebted to Darragh for his
extra time and energy in ensuring that we have kept a service running and for some lovely main
events. It is however not sustainable long term as it places an unreasonable work load on him. We
are vigorously searching for a franchisee or alternatively a Bar/Catering Manager. In the meantime
we would ask members to be patient and to support our efforts through this difficult time.
MISCELLANEOUS
Council is putting together costing and timing for the changes we will propose for the next 3 -5
years. These will be converted into a plan based primarily on affordability. Our Centenary falls in the
middle of this timeframe and its celebrations will be part of the Plan.
Ciaran Mulhall, Chairperson
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New Kids On The Block
We’d like to welcome all our recent new members to HGC for the 2013 golf season and we
sincerely hope that you have felt welcome and managed to meet lots of new golfing friends.
What great weather we have had this summer and a wonderful opportunity for all our new
members to go out and play golf at HGC and experience the course in peak condition and its
stunning views.
Tee Times caught up with Barbra McMullen and Dawn Shine, both of which are new
members this season, to get their thoughts on being members in HGC.

Barbara
McMullen

Barbra, who had previously been a very active member in Deerpark Golf Club for five years,
decided to apply to HGC as her husband Craig McMullen is a member for the last four years
and they felt that they would get great enjoyment and benefit from being members in the
same club. Barbra finds the course both stunning and challenging and it has taken her some
time to get to grips with the course - realising that the long ball is not necessarily the one
that wins the points. She feels that she has a long way to go in managing the course. Barbra
finds every hole a challenge and the biggest being the 2nd and 5th holes, of which she says - “I
can lose sleep over”!!!! On the social side she has met some very friendly people who have
made her feel very welcome and has played with some lovely golfers of whom she very
appreciatively says have “shown me the way around the course”….. Barbra looks forward to
immersing herself further into the club both as a player and socially.
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Dawn Shine
Dawn’s quest to join HGC began some 16 years ago when she moved to the Howth area. At
the time a long waiting list and prohibitive joining fee stood in her way and so she honed her
golf skills at St Margaret’s GC where she had “the honour of acting as Lady Captain from
2009-12”. Then a little advert at the back of the Irish Times in late 2012 for the 6 week
Ladies Membership at HGC caught her eye. As Dawn says “I duly socialised the idea at home
hoping Santa Claus would deliver – he did!!” Her idea was to try out the course, play in more
competitions and meet more female golfers. All her criteria having been met, she decided to
take the plunge and apply for full membership. Since then she hasn’t looked back – her golf
has improved immensely and she is so grateful to all who showed her such friendship and
mentoring, particularly during the induction period. We will leave the final words to Dawn –
“The view from my bedroom window no longer leaves me with pangs of wishing I was a
member of HGC, as I now stand on the first tee most Sunday mornings and look back at the
house with a big smile of achievement. I made it – after 16 years!!”

Mixed Team Qualify for the Leinster Semi-Finals

"Alas our journey has come to an end, oh so close!
The matches against Newlands, who went on to win the Leinster title, all went to the wire, well
played to the team. They did themselves & Howth Golf Club proud. We would like to say a big thank
you to all the members of our panel. Sorry that we could not play you all but as we said at the outset
& along the way, we, as managers, had to make some tough calls. We thank you for your
understanding. A big thanks to the very large contingent of Club members for their support in the
Castle. We wish you all continued good golf.”
Best regards, Breda & Bernard, Team Captains'"
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Scenes from the Mixed Team Leinster Semi-Finals
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Results Round-Up
Lady Captains Therese’s Prize to the Men July 21st, 2013
Winner: Paul Lambe (23) 41 pts.

Runner-up: Seamus Hanrahan (24)

40 pts.

Captain Michael’s Prize to the Ladies July 20th , 2013
Winner: Joan O’Connell (10) 38 pts.

Runner up: Angela McCudden (31) 36 pts.

Men’s Club Championships 36 Holes Strokes Gross Score Aug 10 & 11, 2013
Ben Edar Cup - Class 1 – (0-12 Handicap)
Winner: Robbie Hynes (3) 141

Runner-up: Ronan O’Rourke (6) 149

Tom Joyce Trophy - Class 2 - (13-17 Handicap)
Winner: Ed O’Neill (13) 161

Runner-up: Peter O’Gorman (13) 165

Paul Noonan Trophy – Class 3 – (18-28 Handicap)
Winner: Liam Cahill (19) 178

Runner-up: Michael A O’Neill (18) 183

Perpetual Trophy August 18th 2013
Ladies’ Winner: Carole Reid (31)

41 pts

Runner-up: Pat Slowey (19)

36 pts

Men’s Winner: Liam Walsh (10)

43 pts

Runner-up: Pat Kelleher (23) 41 pts

Club Matchplay Results
Felix McHenry Trophy (Mixed Foursomes)
Winners: Joe Richardson (18)
Fiona Staunton(17)
Runner-ups: Sean O'Sullivan (18)
Myra Keaveney (29)
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Ladies Matchplay Results

Ladies Cup (Singles)
Winner: Ann Coleman ( 19)
Runner-up: Jane McAleese (20 )

Ladies Fourball
Winners: Jassy O’Siochain (10) & Yvonne Agnew (12)
Runner-ups: Kay Deasy (13 ) & Nuala O’Connell( 20)

John McGuirk Trophy (Foursomes)
Winners: Carmel MacCanna (19)& Susan Curran(20 )
Runner-ups: Breda Mullally (10)& Jan Ives (15)
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Mens Matchplay Results

Tom Phelan Trophy (Singles)
Winner: Shane Beary

(11 )

Runner-up: Bernard Byrne (15)

James Middleton Trophy (Fourball)
Winners: Mike Woods (11 )& Ken Williams(9 )
Runner-ups: Jeff Fallon (12) & Philip Hyland (1)

Sid Bradshaw Trophy (Foursomes)
Winners: David Quinn(9 ) & Eoin Moore (10 )
Runner-ups: Eddie Hyland (7) & John Costello (13)
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Hole in Ones @Howth Golf Club 2013
Along with the fine weather this year, came a rash of hole-in –ones. The following were the lucky
players:
Jassy O’Siochain (9)
April 17th 18 hole stableford competition
15th Hole with a 5 Iron
Jassy was playing with Yvonne Agnew
Comments “ I think that’s in the hole”

Ann Coleman (22)

Team of Two on the 10th July
15th Hole 5 Iron.
Ann was playing with Audrey McAdams and opposite
Mary Plunkett and Margaret Flood.
Comment: ‘That didn’t get over the bank’ (by an embarrassed anonymous!)

Linda Egan (30)

August Monthly Medal 14th August
8th Hole 5 Wood
Linda was playing with Carmel Walshe and Derval Magann
Comment ‘ Always going into the Hole”

Fiona McMorrow (27)

18 Holes vPar 21st August
8th Hole
6 Iron
Fiona was playing with Agnes Buckley and Carole Reid
Comment ‘ OMG, Its in the hole!’
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What to do if you find yourself in this situation on Howth Golf course?

Scenario
You are playing the first hole and your tee shot comes to rest on the ninth green. Where
should you drop the ball having regard to the fact that the grass on the bank surrounding the
green may be quite long and your partner says that you will have a terrible stance if you
drop your ball on the fringe of the green?
Answer
If a player’s ball lies on the ninth green, you must not play the ball as it lies, you must take
relief without penalty as follows:
You must lift the ball and drop it within one club-length of and not nearer the hole than the
nearest point of relief. When dropping the ball within one club-length of the nearest point
of relief, the ball must first strike a part of the course at a spot that avoids interference by
the ninth green. [consider views re grassy bank]
The penalty for breach of this rule is two strokes in stroke play and loss of the hole in match
play.

Scenario
Still playing the first, your second shot clears the green and comes to rest tight against the
wall at the back of the green. Given where the pin is located, dropping the ball to the most
convenient side will result in you being closer the hole, while dropping to the other side will
require you to drop in long rough on the bank to the left of the green. What are your
options in this situation?
Answer
In this situation if you deem the ball to be unplayable you must under penalty of one stroke:
Proceed under the stroke and distance rule, play a ball as nearly as possible at the spot from
which the original ball was last played; or
drop a ball within two club-lengths of the spot where the ball lay, but not nearer the hole.
The fact that you will have to drop the ball in long rough is unfortunate, but irrelevant.
The penalty for breach of this rule is two strokes in stroke play and loss of the hole in match
play.
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What to do if you find yourself in this situation on Howth Golf course?

Scenario
Playing seventeen, you hit your tee shot quite well but it is a little pulled to the left. You
hope that you have cleared the heather and reached the fairway. Unfortunately, the tee
shot isn’t quite long enough and comes to rest just over the heather in the little gully
between the heather and path. In fact, you are not entirely sure it is part of the path. What
are your options as the ball is practically unplayable?
Answer
Need to confirm

Scenario
Playing the fifth from the white tee, you boom your tee shot but it goes way right. One of
your playing partners reckons that the ball will be in the Tank, between the seventh and
twelfth fairways. You optimistically say that you think it will be safe, and don’t play a
provisional ball. Neither of you are really sure as that part of the course is blind from the tee.
When you get to the fairway, there is no sign of your ball. Your partner says that you should
drop a ball and play it from just behind the ‘Tank’. You’re not sure what to do and the match
behind you has already arrived at the fifth tee.
Answer
It is a question of fact whether a ball that has not been found after having been struck
toward a water hazard is in a hazard. In the absence of knowledge or virtual certainty that a
ball struck toward a water hazard, but not found, is in the hazard, the player must proceed
under Rule 27-1, namely you head back to the tee and proceed under penalty of stroke and
distance. As a matter of courtesy and so as not to avoid slow play, the game behind should
be called through.
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What to do if you find yourself in this situation on Howth Golf course?
Scenario
You tee shot on the second drifts to the right and ends up in the middle of the ninth fairway.
You are playing a Titleist no. 1. However, upon arrival at the spot you thought your ball
ended up, there rests a Titleist no 3. Upon investigation it transpires that a fellow
competitor playing the ninth has played your ball and only realises his mistake upon arriving
at that green. What should both players do in this situation?
Answer
The fellow competitor who has played the wrong ball towards the ninth green incurs a
penalty of two strokes. He must correct his mistake by playing the correct ball. If he fails to
correct his mistake before making a stroke on the tenth tee, he is disqualified.
Upon retrieving your ball from the fellow competitor, you should drop it as near as possible
to the place where it lay.

Scenario
You are playing the thirteenth and are very excited to be on the green in two of your best
shots of the season. Unfortunately, as you are taking a practice putting stroke, the edge of
your putter blade barely touches your ball and moves it a couple of inches to the right. You
immediately bring this to the attention of your playing partners. What should you do next?
Should you replace your ball? Have you incurred a penalty?
Answer
The player did not have the intention of making a stroke, therefore, no stroke was made
(see the definition of “stroke”); however, the player, has caused his ball at rest to move. The
player would incur a penalty of one stroke and must replace the ball.

If you have anything you would like to appear in tee Times please email us at:
butterflytimes@yahoo.com
Most Photographs for issue were kindly supplied by Des Gilroy
www.howthgolfclub.ie

